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ABSTRACT

As a kind of intelligent agricultural equipment, picking robots are of great significance for improving the efficiency of agricultural production. However, the main bottleneck restricting the development of picking robots today is the positioning and control in image recognition. Therefore, an agricultural picking control method based on visual servo technology is proposed. This method can accurately control the picking hand of the picking robot on the basis of building an eye-hand relationship model and an online identification system. With the tomato picking process as the background, the effectiveness of the method was verified. The test results of image feature points show that there is a small error between the stable feature points and the expected image feature points. In addition, the image plane trajectory of the picking robot is relatively smooth, and there is no vibration or overshoot. In addition, from its density distribution characteristics, it can be seen that the picking hand movement is a continuous acceleration stage at the beginning of the control, and at the end of the control, the characteristic points gradually tend to the desired characteristics, and the output of the control system is relatively stable. It can be seen from this that the model has better control performance. This method has certain practical significance for the improvement of agricultural picking efficiency.

INTRODUCTION

Agriculture industry is an important guarantee for food security in all countries in the world. Agricultural robots are widely used in agricultural production to improve the ability of agricultural robots to sense their work and precise control, which can not only improve agricultural modernization level, but also improve international status in agricultural production and technology exchange. Among them, the fruit and vegetable picking robot, as a key field of agricultural science and technology research, is of great significance to agricultural modernization. However, today's fruit and vegetable picking robots usually have poor picking results due to positioning errors and motion errors (Bao, Cai and Qi, 2016). In order to overcome the problem of low control accuracy of fruit and vegetable picking operations in complex environments, the article explores the control error of fruit and vegetable picking robots, and proposes a micro-control method of fruit and vegetable picking robots based on visual servo technology to effectively improve agricultural picking efficiency.

The micro-control of the picking robot achieves precise positioning in a small space by installing a monocular camera on the robot arm to adjust the image error (Bargoti et al, 2017). Its core lies in setting the control purpose of the robot, so as to automatically obtain image information and analyse it, and output the feedback information of the machine control in a short time to achieve a good effect on the control of the robot trajectory (Mehta et al, 2016).
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According to the observable features on the plane and the texture target plane, a suitable control law is derived, and the estimated factors of unknown constant force disturbance are introduced into the control law, and then the effectiveness of the controller is proved through experiments. (Wang S. et al., 2018). In order to study the visual servo control of space-based space robots, Dong G. and his colleagues conducted an in-depth discussion on non-cooperative target pose and motion estimation algorithms. Finally, experiments prove the applicability of the control scheme (Dong et al., 2015). In order to effectively solve the problem of visual servo control for robots without degrees of freedom, the Tsai C.Y. research team proposed a new hybrid switched reactive visual servo control structure, which is derived from perception and reaction behaviour and does not require inverse interaction matrix calculations (Tsai et al., 2015). This control structure helps to simplify the realization process of the visual servo system and improve the control efficiency (Serra et al., 2016). Szymon Krupinski et al. proposed a visual servo control method for underwater robots based on non-linear inertial auxiliary images. This method uses the homomorphic matrix between two images of a plane scene as feedback information to control the system in a cascaded manner in the control design. The development of dynamics is more robust to the uncertainty and perturbation of the model than the traditional solution that only considers the traditional solution of system kinematics. (Szymon Krupinski et al., 2017). The research team of Silveira G discussed the problem of vision-based robot control and proposed a new strength-based non-metric visual servo technology. This technology does not consider the target characteristics of the observation object, the displacement of the camera and the relative attitude, and can achieve the dynamic decoupling of the translation control error. Finally, through corresponding experiments, the effectiveness of the technology is proved. (Silveira et al., 2020).

Combined with experiments to verify the effector, the results show that the effector has great potential in promoting kiwifruit harvest. The research team outlined the research and development activities of agricultural robots in recent years, and discussed some specific issues related to the precise control of weeds and fertilizer applications by robots. (Wang J., Zhou G and Wei X., 2019). With the development of picking robots, Tao Y. and his colleagues proposed an apple automatic recognition method based on point cloud data in order to improve the robot's recognition ability and perception ability in three-dimensional space. (Tao Y., Zhou J., 2017). The research team introduced an intelligent machine that helps farmers pick lemons. The machine is a mechanical arm that can cut lemons from trees. This machine can help farmers complete their work effortlessly, greatly reducing labour (Yan H.J., Bai G. and He J.Q., 2010). In order to manage the precise application of fertilization and water in agriculture, Zavala-Yoe R et al. constructed an agricultural intelligent production model. The original model is equipped with a laser sensor, which can measure the content of water, fertilizer or any other nutrients in the crops. This is of great significance for improving the level of agricultural modernization. (Zavala-Yoe R. et al., 2017).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Eye-hand relationship model building

The essence of robot visual servoing is the problem of nonlinear system control, which is generally described by the eye-hand relationship model. (Qingqing S., Bin W., Jiawei Y., Yizhi L. and Tongming Y., 2020) Therefore, the first task of constructing an agricultural picking robot model based on visual servo technology should be to establish an eye-hand relationship model, and then use an online identification system to set its real-time status, and finally establish a control strategy design plan, so the agricultural based on visual servo technology is obtained. (Changbin H., Yong Y., Decheng W., Hongjian W. and Bingnan Y., 2020). According to the positional relationship between the camera and the mechanical structure, the eye-hand configuration of the agricultural picking robot can be divided into an eye-on-hand configuration and an eye-fixed configuration. The two configurations are shown in fig.1.

The eye-fixed configuration refers to fixing the camera on a certain working scene of the agricultural picking system to ensure that the entire picking process is captured and it is convenient to integrate the image information into the visual control system. The image obtained by the eye-fixed configuration is clearer and the image resolution is higher. (Min J., Chunguang W. and Pengpeng W., 2020) The eye-on-hand configuration refers to fixing the camera on the moving arm of the agricultural picking robot so that the camera and the moving arm are synchronized. The main advantage is that the posture of the robot arm can be flexibly adjusted to minimize the distance between the camera and the target object, so as to ensure the accuracy of picking the target, and at the same time improve the image observation accuracy. Because the eye-on-hand configuration is more conducive to the precise positioning of the target picking object, this time the eye-on-
hand configuration is mainly used. In the process of building the relationship model, the most important thing is to define the coordinate relationship.

This study uses the relationship structure shown in Figure 2 as the determination rule.

Taking the plane centre of gravity of the target pick as the target \( b_p = [b_{px}, b_{py}, b_{pz}]^T \), and the spatial coordinate of the target pick under the camera coordinate system \( \{C\} \) is \( c_p = [c_{px}, c_{py}, c_{pz}]^T \), \( c_z \) represents the depth information of the target pick, and the optical axis of the camera is integrated with the \( Z_c \) axis. In addition, the unit distance pixels in each direction on the image plane \( \{i\} \) are assumed, respectively denoted by \( N_x, N_y \), the plane coordinates of the centre of the image plane are represented by \( (u_0, v_0) \), and the pixel coordinates of the target plane after image processing are represented by \( f=[u,v]^T \), which is obtained by formula (1) The projected coordinate of the target image is \( p=[x, y]^T \), and the formula (1) is shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= (u - u_0) / N_x \\
y &= (v - v_0) / N_y 
\end{align*}
\]  

(1)

The plane coordinates of the target picking object obtained by the projection principle and the projection coordinates are converted according to the corresponding calculation model. The conversion principle is as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= \lambda \cdot \frac{c_{px}}{c_z} \\
y &= \lambda \cdot \frac{c_{py}}{c_z} 
\end{align*}
\]  

(2)

\( \lambda \) in the above formula represents the focal length of the camera. Differentiating the formula (2) gives the results shown below.
\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= -\lambda \cdot \frac{\hat{c} p_x - c p_z - c p_x - \hat{c} \hat{p}_z}{(\hat{c} p_x)^2} \\
\dot{y} &= -\lambda \cdot \frac{\hat{c} p_y - c p_z - c p_y - \hat{c} \hat{p}_z}{(\hat{c} p_y)^2}
\end{align*}
\] (3)

The above formula is written in matrix form, and the result is shown in formula (3). Formula (3) shows that there is a nonlinear relationship between the transformation of the plane coordinate position of the target picking and the transformation of the spatial coordinate position.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{x} \\
\dot{y}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{\hat{c} p_x} & 0 & -\frac{c}{\hat{c} p_x} \\
0 & \frac{1}{\hat{c} p_y} & -\frac{c}{\hat{c} p_y}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{c} p_y - \hat{c} \hat{p}_z \\
\hat{c} \hat{p}_z
\end{bmatrix}
\] (4)

For the principle of coordinate conversion in each coordinate system, see formula (5). \(\hat{c} p_a\) in formula (5) represents the position vector of the origin of the camera coordinate system, and \(\hat{b} R\) represents the relative position of the two coordinate systems.

\[
\hat{c} p_a = \hat{b} R \cdot (\hat{b} p_a - b p_c)
\] (5)

Differentiating formula (5) yields the results shown below.

\[
\hat{c} \hat{p}_a = \hat{b} R \cdot (\hat{b} p_a - b p_c) + \hat{b} R \cdot (\hat{b} \hat{p}_a - b \hat{p}_c)
\] (6)

\(\hat{b} p_a\) in the above formula represents the coordinate translation speed of the target picking relative to the agricultural picking robot, and \(\hat{b} p_c\) represents the coordinate translation speed of the camera relative to the agricultural picking robot. Because the target picking is usually at rest, it is assumed that the translation speed is 0, that is, \(\hat{b} p_a = 0\), and the formula (6) is rewritten using the relevant calculation model. The results are as follows.

\[
\hat{c} \hat{p}_a = \hat{c} R \cdot (\hat{b} p_a - b p_c) - c R \cdot \hat{c} \hat{p}_c
\] (7)

The camera follows the robot arm to make a rotary motion \(\hat{c} \Omega = (\hat{c} w_x, \hat{c} w_y, \hat{c} w_z)\) and a translation motion \(\hat{c} T = (\hat{c} T_x, \hat{c} T_y, \hat{c} T_z)\), and the calculation results shown below are obtained.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{c} \hat{p}_x \\
\hat{c} \hat{p}_y \\
\hat{c} \hat{p}_z
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
-1 & 0 & 0 & -\hat{c} p_z & \hat{c} p_y \\
0 & -1 & 0 & \hat{c} p_z & -\hat{c} p_x \\
0 & 0 & -1 & \hat{c} p_y & \hat{c} p_x
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{c} T_x \\
\hat{c} T_y \\
\hat{c} T_z \\
\hat{c} W_x \\
\hat{c} W_y \\
\hat{c} W_z
\end{bmatrix}
\] (8)

The two formulas (4) and (8) are integrated, and the results are shown in formula (9). Formula (9) shows that there is a close correlation between the change in the image plane of the target picking and the change in camera position. That is, the image Jacobian matrix as shown in (10).

\[
J_{\text{image}} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\lambda}{\hat{c} p_x} & 0 & \frac{x}{\hat{c} p_x} & \frac{xy}{\lambda} & -\frac{\lambda^2 + x^2}{\lambda^2} & y \\
0 & \frac{\lambda}{\hat{c} p_x} & \frac{y}{\hat{c} p_x} & \frac{\lambda^2 + y^2}{\lambda^2} & -\frac{xy}{\lambda} & -x
\end{bmatrix}
\] (9)

The above formula is the conventional analytical formula of the image Jacobian matrix. The image Jacobian matrix is closely related to the image plane position and the target picking depth. The monocular camera cannot accurately measure the depth of the target picks, so it is necessary to use the image Jacobian matrix to convert the plane information and the base coordinate information of the target picks to overcome the depth measurement difficulty.
Online identification design

In the process of using visual servo technology for micro-control, if the estimated value of the image Jacobian matrix cannot be corrected online, then the performance of the image feedback system cannot be controlled. In severe cases, the visual system will cause a greater degree of shock. Existing image Jacobian matrix estimation methods usually introduce tentative motion, which will affect the operation of the visual servo system. In addition, there is a lot of noise interference in the image information processing link, and the identification algorithm should be able to have high robustness to effectively deal with the image processing link noise and avoid the degradation of matrix estimation performance. The online identification algorithm should not be too cumbersome, and the processing time should be reduced as much as possible. So as to effectively improve the response efficiency of the system. Based on the above analysis, this study uses Kalman filter to complete the online identification of the image Jacobian matrix. The founder of Kalman filter estimation method is Kalman. He proposed the algorithm in 1960. The core idea is to estimate the minimum state value of error variance. The spatial model of the linear discrete system of Kalman filter is shown below.

\[
x(k) = Ax(k) + \eta(k) \\
z(k) = Cx(k) + \nu(k)
\]

There are \( ZER^m, XER \) in the above formula, and these two represent the state vector and output vector of the visual system, respectively, \( \eta, \nu \) is the noise vector, and \( A, C \) represents the state equation coefficient matrix. In order to improve the efficiency of the linear discrete system state assessment, the corresponding prerequisites need to be set.

\[
E(\eta(k)) = 0, \text{cov}\{\eta(k), \eta(j)\} = R_\eta \delta_{kj} \\
E(\nu(k)) = 0, \text{cov}\{\nu(k), \nu(j)\} = R_\nu \delta_{kj} \\
\text{cov}\{\eta(k), \nu(j)\} = 0, \forall k, j \\
Z_k = (z(1), z(2), ..., z(k))
\]

The Kalman filter estimation method can be used to evaluate the state of the visual system by using relevant expressions (Formulas (12)-(15)).

\[
Q(k+1) = AP(k) + R_\eta \tag{12}
\]

\[
K(k+1) = Q(k+1)C^T[CAQ(K+1)C^T + R_\nu]^{-1} \tag{13}
\]

\[
P(k+1) = [I - K(k+1)C]Q(K+1) \tag{14}
\]

\[
\hat{x}(k+1) = A\hat{x}(k) + K(k+1)[z(k+1) - CA\hat{x}(k)] \tag{15}
\]

Based on the image Jacobian matrix of the eye-on-hand relationship model, the relevant definitions in the application of agricultural picking machines are as follows, where \( q \) represents the robot’s hand \( n \) order vector, and \( \dot{f} \) represents the current picking robot through the visual sensor, then the feature vector of \( m \)-dimensional image is obtained.

\[
\dot{f} = J(q) \cdot \dot{q} \tag{16}
\]

The above formula is discretized, and the result is shown in the following formula.

\[
f(k+1) = f(k) + J(q(k)) \cdot \Delta q(k) \tag{17}
\]

The Kalman filter is used to complete the online identification of the Jacobian matrix of the image, that is, the process of accurately estimating all the elements in \( J(q(k)) \), and the \( m \times 1 \)-dimensional observation vector shown below is constructed.

\[
x = \left( \frac{\partial f_1}{\partial q} \frac{\partial f_2}{\partial q} ... \frac{\partial f_m}{\partial q} \right)^T \tag{18}
\]

The vector of the image Jacobian matrix \( J(q) \) in row \( i \) is represented by \( \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial q} = \left( \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial q_1} \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial q_2} ... \frac{f_i}{\partial q_n} \right) (i = 1, 2, ..., m) \) in the above formula. The state value of the visual system is defined by the observation vector of the image Jacobian matrix. The movement of the robot arm will cause the system output to change with the change of the image characteristics. That is, there is a corresponding linear relationship \( y(k) = f(k+1) - f(k) \) between the two, and the state equation shown below is obtained.
\begin{align*}
x(k+1) &= x(k) + \eta(k) \\
y(k) &= C(k) \cdot x(k) + v(k) \tag{19}
\end{align*}

The state noise vector and the image observation noise are respectively represented by $\eta(k)$, $v(k)$ in the above formula, and $C(k)$ represents the diagonal matrix. For the corresponding expression form, see the following formula.

\[ C(k) = \begin{pmatrix} 
\Delta q(k)^T & \ldots & 0 \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & \ldots & \Delta q(k)^T 
\end{pmatrix}_{m \times n} \tag{20} \]

According to the Kalman filter estimation principle shown in (12)-(15), a recursive estimation model of the image Jacobian matrix is established.

\begin{align*}
Q(k+1) &= P(k) + R_q \\
K(k+1) &= Q(k+1) \times C^T(k) \cdot \left( C(k) \cdot Q(k+1) \cdot C^T(k) + R_v \right)^{-1} \\
P(k+1) &= [I - K(k+1) \cdot C(k)] \cdot Q(k+1) \\
\hat{x}(k+1) &= \hat{x}(k) + K(k+1) \cdot [y(k+1) - C(k) \cdot \hat{x}(k)]
\end{align*} \tag{21}

In the above formula, $R_q$, $R_v$ represents the noise variance matrix, and $P(K)$ represents the state estimation error variance matrix. The corresponding initial value can be set to $P(o)$ and expressed by the unit matrix $I_{m \times n}$. The initial value of state estimation can be calculated by least square method. When the hand of the agricultural picking robot is located at the initial position, the estimated value of the Jacobian matrix of the image can be obtained by calculating the estimated value of the Jacobian matrix of the image according to the trial motion $\Delta q_1$, $\Delta q_2$ and the observation model. \text{(Eq.22)}.

\[ \hat{J}(0) = \begin{pmatrix} \Delta f_1 \\ \Delta f_2 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \Delta q_1 \\ \Delta q_2 \end{pmatrix}^{-1} \tag{22} \]

In order to avoid the tentative motion behaviour of agricultural picking robots, before iterative calculation of the image Jacobian matrix, the depth value needs to be estimated according to the image plane size of the picking target. Because the image Jacobian matrix will be continuously updated by iteration, this is a process of continuous convergence of depth estimation until the required requirements are met.

**Visual servo control design**

According to the form of visual feedback signals, agricultural picking robots can be divided into position-based visual servos and image-based visual servos. The position-based visual servo can estimate the position of the target by judging the image information of the target. This kind of estimation error is small and has high applicability. Image-based visual servos can feedback control visual information by judging the characteristics of target images. There is no need to estimate the position of the target. In the case where the eye-on-hand configuration is selected, the image-based visual servo control system is shown in fig. 3, the control amount is calculated according to the image feature error, and the robot's motion space is adjusted using the relevant transformation model to promote the machine. The arm approaches the picking target. When the difference between the image feature and the actual feature is small, it can be considered that the agricultural picking robot has a high visual servo accuracy.

![Fig. 3 - Visual servo control structure of agricultural picking robot based on image](image-url)
According to the related performance of vision system of agricultural picking robot, PID control design is adopted to serve the controller vision. As the most typical controller design method, PID control is applied to the robot visual servo system with high frequency. This kind of control method can realize the arbitrary space representation of the error. The robot is controlled mainly through the Cartesian space instruction. The robot can build an appropriate PID controller based on the error information obtained by feedback. The construction model is shown below.

\[ u(k) = K_p e(k) + K_i \sum_{i=1}^{k} e(k) + K_d \left( e(k) - e(k-1) \right) \]  

In the above formula, \( u(k) \) represents the machine control input, while \( K_p, K_i, K_d \) represent the integral coefficient matrix, proportional and differential coefficient matrix, and \( e(k) \) represents the error display signal. In order to achieve the visual feedback effect of the eye-on-hand, the visual servo control must meet the requirement that the image features of the target picking material continue to approach the position of the image plane. Therefore, the image error \( e(t) \) is defined as a systematic error, and is handled by referring to the following formula.

\[ e(t) = f^d - f(t) \]  

\( f^d \) in the above formula represents the image feature of the target picking, and there is \( f_i = (u, v)^T \), which represents the position of the image plane. In addition, the control amount of the robot is defined, and the definition formula is as follows.

\[ u(k) = \Delta q(k+1) = q(k+1) - q(k) \]  

In order to ensure the micro-control effect, it is necessary to eliminate the system static error, and process the image processing noise. Using the PI control strategy, the visual servo control expression of the agricultural picking robot is obtained, see formula (14).

\[ u(k+1) = J^{-1} \left( c_1 e(k) + c_2 \sum_{i=0}^{k} e(i) \right) \]  

\( C_1, C_2 \) in the above formula respectively corresponds to the control ratio and integral processing coefficient of the PI controller. The visual servo control process of agricultural picking is shown in the following figure. The control process includes a total of six steps, which are the desired position of the target picking, visual servo control processing, the robot acquiring the target picking image, the visual servo system processing image, and the image Jacobian. The matrix estimates that these six steps cooperate with each other to complete the picking of agricultural products.

**RESULTS**

**Experiment design and preparation**

In order to verify the effectiveness of the micro-control model of the agricultural picking robot constructed above, this experiment used tomatoes as the picking object. For the design of the experimental platform, see fig. 5. Before the experiment starts, the picking robot needs to be moved near the tomatoes to be picked. The right arm is set as an air suction picker to fix the target picking object. The waist coordinate system of the picking robot is set to the world coordinate system. The monocular camera is installed on the lower right side of the air-suction picking robot, and the two axes of the monocular camera coincide with the two axes of the cutting hand. The installation requirements of the monocular camera can ensure that the target picks appear in the image plane. The image plane of the monocular camera is set to 650×450 pixel, the feature point is set to the image centre of the target picking object, and it is recorded as \( p \), and the corresponding image plane
coordinate is marked as \((u,v)\). The \(u\) axis is used as the main direction of movement of the shearing grip along the \(X\) axis, and the \(v\) axis is used as the main direction of movement of the shearing grip along the \(Z\) axis. These two axes respectively control the translation direction of the shearing grip. Due to the influence of the \(R\) type cutting hand's own attributes, the incision range of the target pick into the type \(R\) cutting hand cannot be accurately calculated, so it is necessary to use the teaching method to obtain the actual position of the target pick. It is generally believed that when the centre point of the target tomato is within the standard range \((250,270)\) or \([190,210]\), the cutting position of the picker is more accurate.

![Fig. 5 - Visual servo test platform of agricultural harvesting robot](image)

**Analysis of results**

After completing the installation of the experimental instrument and parameter settings, the above model is officially applied, and the application results are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from fig.6 that the initial feature plane coordinate of the target picking is \((42, 148)\), the final stable feature plane coordinate is \((263,198)\), and the error from the expected image feature point is \((3,-4)\). It can be seen from this that the model has high accuracy for the image recognition of the picking target position.

![Fig. 6 - Image position comparison of target picking](image)

In addition, the image characteristic deviation curve of the visual servo control system is obtained by the above method, as shown in fig. 7. It can be seen from fig. 7 that compared with the desired image feature points, the feature points at the final stable state are slightly lower, and there is a deviation of about 4 pixels between the two. Therefore, it can be considered that the visual servo micro-control model can meet the requirements of tomato picking.
The movement path of the feature points of the target picking on the image plane can be seen in Fig. 8. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the movement trajectory of the image plane is relatively smooth and no significant vibrations and overshoots are found. It can be seen that the design of the visual servo micro-control model is more scientific and reasonable. When the feature point is close to the desired feature point, the speed of picking the hand gradually slows down, and the deceleration process will continue until the feature point enters the allowable control range. The movement path of the plane image of the feature point is more tortuous and is not the optimal route, but this is also the characteristic of visual servo control.

CONCLUSIONS

In order to improve the efficiency of agricultural picking and solve the problems of positioning error and motion error during the picking process, this paper builds a micro-control model of agricultural picking robot based on visual servo technology. After the completion of the experimental platform construction and parameter settings, the validity of the model was verified. The experimental results show that the initial feature plane coordinates of the target picks are (42,128), and the final stable feature plane coordinates are (263.198). Compared with the expected image feature points, the error is only (3,-4). In addition, according to the movement trajectory of the target picking object, the image plane movement trajectory of the picking robot generally looks smooth, without obvious vibration or overshoot, and it can be judged that the design of the visual servo micro-control model is reasonable. The characteristics of its density distribution indicate that the picking hand movement is higher in the initial stage of control and continues to increase. When the feature points gradually tend to the desired feature, the image error will decrease and the output of the control system will stabilize. In summary, the model can adapt to the complex environment of agricultural picking and effectively overcome binocular positioning errors and motion errors. Although this model can provide a method reference for the research of agricultural picking robot identification technology, there are still problems in the experiment that the simulation of picking times is small and the accuracy of the experiment is not high enough.
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